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Alphabites
Latour Capital
III raises €1bn
for final close

Boosting Sales Efficiency post-COVID
– Is your Sales Force ready for digital sales?

Latour Capital has raised €1bn for
the final-close of its third fund, more
than three times the size of its €300m
predecessor fund raised in 2015.
Latour Capital III reached its
first-close of €800m in December 2019.
The firm said it received strong
support from its existing backers,
reaching a reinvestment rate of 150
per cent. The third fund also attracted
new investors from the US, Middle
East, Japan, and Australia.
Fund III will focus on majority
operations and spin-offs of large
companies, mainly in France. The
average equity ticket size will be €100m.
Latour said the fund has already
made three investments. The most
recent being a spin-off of two Solvay
chemical ingredient businesses in
Germany and Mexico.
As with the firm’s previous funds,
Jasmin Capital acted as the exclusive
placement agent.
Latour Capital invests in the French
private equity midcap segment and has
over $1.5bn under management. ●

H.I.G. Capital
raises €1.1bn
for third fund
H.I.G. Capital has closed its third
European lower mid-market fund on
€1.1 bn, exceeding its €1bn target.
Fund III will continue the strategy
of its two predecessors, making
private equity investments in lower
middle market companies, primarily
in Western Europe.
The fund has a diversified investor
base, composed of foundations,
endowments, public and corporate
pensions, consultants, sovereign
wealth funds, and family offices in
North America, Europe, Asia and the
Middle East.
“The fund received tremendous
support from our global investor base,
allowing us to complete an entirely
virtual fundraising process within a
short time frame,” Jordan Peer,
managing director and global head of
H.I.G. Capital Formation, said.
According to H.I.G, the current
economic environment in Europe
leaves the firm well-positioned to
target control investments in complex
situations and undermanaged lower
mid-market companies. With the
latest fundraise, H.I.G now has $42bn
of assets under management. ●

HUMATICA
CORNER

Fundraising and deal activity
down from 2019 - EY
Fundraising is down 19 per cent and deal activity
is down 12 per cent in Q3 2020, according to
EY’s latest Private Equity Pulse Report.
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undraising is down 19 per cent
and deal activity is down 12 per
cent in Q3 2020, due to the impact
of the pandemic, EY’s latest Private
Equity Pulse Report has found.
The report examines fundraising,
deal-making and specific sectors including
private credit and infrastructure through the end
of Q3.
According to the report, fundraising is down
19 per cent from 2019’s record-high levels,
however, the $542bn committed to funds
through Q3 is still on par with the years prior to
2019. Meanwhile, infrastructure fundraising
activity remained strong through the end of Q3,
with firms raising 13 per cent more capital than
last year. Private debt fundraising decreased by
14 per cent YoY through the end of the third
quarter, versus the same period last year. In
addition, there were 11 per cent fewer funds
closed in the same time period.

These findings indicate that fundraising
activity remains robust, despite the ongoing
disruptions caused by Covid-19.
As the industry adapts to the ‘new normal’,
the pace of investment has increased in Q3 but
deal activity is down 12 per cent YoY. According
to the report, this is due to uncertainty around
the pandemic, as well as travel restrictions
caused by lockdowns.
In terms of exit activity, this fell by 17 per cent
in the third quarter. Volume dropped by 31 per
cent, with 662 exit deals reported.
The report also shows that the IPO market
has made a marked recovery, with activity
increasing by 27 per cent YoY through the end of
Q3. Notable deals include: The $2.5bn IPO of
KKR’s British ecommerce platform The Hut
Group, and Allegro’s debut on the Warsaw Stock
Exchange, which saw the private equity-backed
Polish online retailer rocket to a $17.7bn
valuation. ●
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As 2020 draws to a close, corporate leaders are looking
back over the last months since COVID hit to pick-out
the key lessons learnt for the future. Although some
markets, like travel and leisure have been struck down
hard, many businesses are finishing 2020 with record
sales, and many more with record profits! Humatica has
canvassed private equity sponsors and portfolio
company leaders to understand the major take-aways
from this turbulent year.
One realisation is that a lot more can be done without
face-to-face interaction than was previously thought. In
particular, deals have been closed, consulting projects
were executed, and new sales made during the
pandemic. Technology delivered the capability to have
near real-life interaction for these otherwise “hightouch” activities. In particular, leaders are surprised by
the pandemic’s impact (or lack thereof) on field sales
effectiveness.
From pharma to vacuum cleaners – the feedback from
Sales leaders across sectors is that revenues have
remained remarkably stable during the pandemic, even
without face-to-face field sales calls. As the empirical
evidence mounts that revenues are de-coupled from
face-to-face interaction, leaders are questioning the cost
and efficiency of their field sales organisations. As a
big-pharma finance executive recently noted, “our sales
have been stabile throughout the pandemic, even
increasing slightly, despite not being able to make on-site
sales calls at the doctor’s office. So why am I paying all
these field Sales people, including their car allowances and
perks?”. The trend is confirmed by the direct sales head of
a global household appliance firm, “revenues have been
steady, despite the lock-downs. We have therefore cut
our field sales travel budget by 50% for 2021”.
Indeed, 2021 will be a year for leaders to translate
lessons learnt from the pandemic into higher Sales
efficiency and daily business. The signs are clear. As COVID
is brought under control and business travel recovers,
Sales will return to a new and different “normal”. More B2B
selling will be done on-line and virtually – saving time,
travel, energy, CO2, the environment, and of course cost.
However, the implications for Sales organisations – their
structures, processes and resourcing are only now
starting to be addressed.
Humatica estimates 30-40% efficiency gains are
possible from a re-think and re-wiring of the way
companies sell. Eliminating low value add travel-related
activities already delivers more than half the benefits.
Other improvements come from a more rigorous
segmentation of the customer base to deliver more
efficient, targeted farming of existing clients. And with
hunting, increased efficiency comes from more refined
Sales processes that clearly identify when and where a
face-to-face sales call is really justified. Digital selling
impacts all aspects of sales efficiency, including the new
competencies required for success.
Remote working has shifted the economics of selling, in
particular for B2B products and services. This demands a
re-think of how firms sell in order to take advantage of
new realities and stay ahead of the competition.

